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Determination
by twinklehana
Summary

Right now, he didn't know what to do. But he knew he would push through the pain, and no
matter how many times it would take, he would save those he loves.

Notes

HOMYGOD I FINALLY WROTE SOMETHING FOR THIIIIIIS
ok basically i've had this idea in my head since... i'd say around the time chapter 93 dropped?
since then i've been meaning to write something for it but could never organize my thoughts
enough to get past like 2 words on the document. somehow i managed to word vomit this out
in like 2-3 hours with no intent to do so whatsoever, lol.
i hope this is good enough though!! i haven't written creatively in like a year and a half so i'm
a little rusty but i tried my best here. a lot of stuff is confusing but i (try to) explain it all in the
end notes if you don't get it!
thank you for reading!!
also i SWEAR if someone makes ONE undertale joke i will die

See the end of the work for more notes

“So what are you going to do now, Yukio Okumura?”
Right now, he really didn’t know.
Human bodies lay on the damp, mucky ground, fresh smelling of gore and decay. Yukio stood in the
middle of it all, not a living being in sight besides himself and the demon across speaking to him,
asking questions about things he doesn’t know yet. Like what he’s going to do next, after all this.
Well, he already knew in a way. Considering the cruel nature of his contract, there was only one
thing left to do. But he didn’t want to do it again. He’s seen enough already in the past hundreds of
timelines he’s had to relive with no end to it all.
He didn’t want to feel the agony of waking up, drowsy and teary-eyed in a cold sweat below his
brother yet again. Can he even call him a brother at this point? He’s had to shoot him so much it
doesn’t feel like it anymore. Actually, that goes for most people he used to know (somewhat) well in
the past.
He felt like he was suffocating from the heat in the lab coat he was wearing. The long, thick coat
made Yukio feel like he was choking. Despite the frigid temperature penetrating the world at the
moment, the clothing he wore left him feeling clammy and exhausted. Great.
The metallic, grimey smell of blood and ash mixing wasn’t doing much to help either. The stench
crawled into his nose and made him not only feel like he was choking, but also nauseous and lightheaded. The lingering glow of twilight and the scent of petrichor left Yukio feeling tired, despite the
cold sweat his burly clothing and the bitter chill left him in.
The demon heart on his hand was pulsating between a dirty indigo and darkness. He knew he should
hurry up and just spin the shield already, but he wanted to take a breath for a minute before feeling
the salty tears and sense of confused terror rush out of his eye(s) and into the next timeline.
“When are you going to reset? It’s already past your usual time.” Mephisto broke the silence, not
waiting any longer for an answer. He looked forward at the unpredictable figure in front of him.
“Give me a moment.” Yukio grunted out.
He fidgeted with the eyepatch covering his left eye, masking the destructive satanic power that hasn’t
been unleashed since early on after he contracted. Looking back on it, trying to shoot yourself even
after it’s been attempted before (and failed very, very horribly) was not a good idea.
Taking off his glasses, he looked through the cracked lense on the left and the smokey, sweat
covered glass on the right. Gently wiping some of the mess off with his sleeve, he put them back on
and took a breath.
Yukio shifted his body to turn towards the legions of bodies littering the drenched and grubby
ground. He recognized many, though most didn’t ache him as much as the group behind him, lying
in states of disarray.
Yukio trudged toward the group, their smiling faces in his memory contrasting strongly to what was
in his line of vision. He gazed down at them, the heavy feelings of regret and disappointment in
himself rising rapidly in his chest and threatening to burst out.
Mephisto looked on at Yukio with a gaze of uncertainty and a subtle excitement of what the boy
would do.

Yukio simply ignored the feeling of being watched (as Mephisto wouldn’t be able to do anything)
and continued on.
He crouched down to look at two specific bodies that lay next to each other, his boots squeaking on
the damp, ash stained grass. The blonde hair of the body on the right was grimey, chock full of dirt
and grass. Its once bright, vibrant color was stained partially with patches of dirty gray dust and soot.
Yukio couldn’t stand to see it anymore and moved to look at the body on the left, the one he knew
would torment him the most to see.
The body was spotted with blood that wasn’t his own (Yukio would know) in addition to the grime
and dirt most of the bodies on the ground sported. The tough, long black jacket on the body was
ripped all over and also stained with blood and ash. The once dark blue hair was now a messy white
that somehow remained brighter than most of the colors in the area despite dirt, ash, and dry blood
staining it.
A sword laid next to the body, torn in two and much duller than it once was. The sword was
splattered with blood and other substances.
Yukio forced the sorrow and regret back down into his chest, knowing it would only make the
upcoming reset worse than it already will be. He knew he shouldn’t be looking at this, he should’ve
just spun the damn shield before and gotten it over with, started the farce of the next timeline already.
But he wanted some time to breathe before the stress and torture returned for Yukio to relive it all.
Deciding he couldn’t look anymore, Yukio got up from crouching on the ground, straining his eyes
to keep the salty tears from falling out and burning his dry face. Adjusting the glasses on his face, he
clenched his left fist and moved his shield out in front of him.
Mephisto turned his view towards the boy.
“Ready to go, are you?” He spoke, his voice full of enthusiasm and eagerness.
Yukio didn’t reply, opting instead to simply touch his shield with his other hand, the protective lids
opening up to reveal the inner workings of the shield.
The shield rotated clockwise and time was gone in a flash.
Yukio woke in a cold sweat, tears rolling furiously down his cheeks and face blood red. He sat up
quickly, noticing the early time and premature darkness outside. Yukio swept away the salty,
stinging tears and dried his face with his blanket before getting up.
He put on his glasses and prepared for another loop, pushing down the grief and misery from the last
timeline and replacing it with a strong feeling of determination: to save Shiemi, Rin, and all of the
other people he wasn’t able to save before, no matter how many loops it takes.

End Notes

alrighty here's the part where i try to explain everything i was thinking somehow without
making it more confusing leT'S GO-

demon heart thingy - ok basically its the soul gem in madoka. like the exact same thing. i just
renamed it demon heart because that would work better in the ane world i think? idfk lol
wait what is yukio wearing huh - i can't draw for shit at all so do your best to imagine this,,,
basically for his contract form thing (magical girl outfit in madoka thing) its his illuminati
uniform thing (lab coat one) minus the illuminati logo shit and he has black pants and boots
bc i hate white pants with a PASSION (also yeah it includes the shield and demon heart ofc)
what the hell happened - alright, this is gonna be hard to explain. what i've thought of is that
in the first timeline, yukio did the illuminaughty thing and ended up regretting it completely
when they achieved their goal. everyone died except for him and demons b/c satan spared his
life (weird flamey eye thing right). out of desperation, he contracted with mephisto who told
him yes thats a thing do it bc it helps me feel better yeah (lets just pretend contracting works
like that in the ane world) and so yeah he did the thing and now hes stuck in a depresso loop
for forever rippity
why does he still have flamey eye thing what - i decided to keep it in there bc in this story its
not satan behind it. well it kinda is. HERE WE GO OK so in the first timeline yeah it was
satan possessing his eye like (we assume) it is in the manga. but by the second timeline, satan
was like "fucc no im not staying with you during your time adventures of depression bye bye
have fun" and satan nyoomed out of there. and heres the part where im indecisive! it's either
1) he has limited demon eye powers or 2) satan left behind traces of power idk. i guess it's up
for the reader to interpret, idk lol
OK im sorry for word vomiting here again carry on with your day
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